
 
     Government / Industry Aeronautical Charting Forum 12-01 

Charting Group 
 

 April 25-26, 2012 
 

MINUTES 
 

I. Opening Remarks 
 

The Aeronautical Charting Forum (ACF) was hosted by Innovative Solutions International and 
held at Pragmatics Corporate Headquarters in Reston, VA. Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-
3B, opened the Charting Group portion of the Forum on Wednesday, April 25, 2012. Ms. 
Watson acknowledged the ACF Co-chair Mr. Tom Schneider, FAA/AFS-420, who chaired the 
Instrument Procedures Group meeting held on April 24. Minutes of that meeting will be 
distributed separately. 
 
Ms. Watson acknowledged and expressed appreciation to Innovative Solutions International 
for hosting the 12-01 ACF. 
 
Ms. Watson acknowledged the former Chair of the Charting Group, Mr. John Moore, AJV-22.  
 
 
II. Discussion of Next ACF 
 
Ms. Watson informed the Forum participants that the tentative location for ACF 12-02 
(October 23-25, 2012) would be ALPA’s headquarters in Herndon, VA.  
 
 
III. Review of Minutes from Last Meeting 
 
The minutes from the 11-02 ACF meeting were distributed electronically last fall via the 
AeroNav website: http://aeronav.faa.gov/index.asp?xml=aeronav/acf. They were accepted as 
submitted with no changes or corrections.  
 
 
IV. Agenda Approval 
 
The agenda for the 12-01 meeting was accepted as presented. 
 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/index.asp?xml=aeronav/acf
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V. Presentations, ACF Working Group Reports, ACF Project Reports 

 
A) ICAO/IFPP Committee Report 
 

Mr. Mike Webb, FAA/AFS-420 and U.S. Member of the ICAO Instrument Flight 
Procedures Panel (IFPP), provided an update on the ICAO/IFPP Committee activities 
and an overview of the key topics of the recent ICAO/IFPP Integration Working Group 
(IWG) meeting. 
 
Mr. Webb stated that since the last ACF, 29 papers have been presented to the 
Plenary, consisting of 7 working group reports, 2 new manuals and 13 papers with 
Amendments accepted. Mr. Webb provided a breakdown of accomplishments and 
future plans by work group. 
 
Air Traffic Management Workgroup (ATM) Accomplishments: Completion of 
Continuous Climb Operations Manual and Continuous Descent Operations Manual.  
 
ATM Plans: Review and make changes to ICAO Doc 4444 – PANS-ATM; Address 
RNAV Transitions; Address phraseology and termination restrictions.  
 
Integration Workgroup (IWG) Accomplishments: Inclusion of 11 different charting 
examples within the ICAO Doc 8697 Attachment; Naming concepts for PBN 
Instrument Procedures; Annex 4 Amendments for PinS Maneuvering Visual Segment 
Charting (2 papers); ICAO Doc 8697 Amendments for PinS Maneuvering Visual 
Segments (2 papers); PinS LPV Charting Concepts Paper. 
 
IWG Plans: Depiction and Promulgation of RNP Accuracy Requirements; Mature 
Amendments for Charting of PinS LPV Procedures; Ad Hoc Group Results on Naming 
of PBN Procedures; Promulgation of SBAS LPV Lines of Minima; Best Industry 
Practices on Encoding the SBAS FAS Data Block 
 
MWG Workgroup Accomplishments: MOC Reduction in a Turn; Implementation of the 
Visual Segment Surface; Temperature Compensation for MOCA; rewrite of Volume II 
Baro-VNAV Chapter; Approval of the removal of Simultaneous Parallel Approach 
Restrictive Language for SBAS and GBAS; Reduction of HL for Final Segments with 
Vertical Guidance; Adoption of Methodology of Calculated Obstacle Effects for Side 
Surfaces in Missed Approach for Vertically Guided Approaches. 
 
MWG Workgroup Plans: completed redraft of Volume II Baro-VNAV Chapter; provide 
WP showing TERPS GQS Flexibility when compared with PANS OPS Visual Segment 
Surface; being Preparation of GBAS FAS Data Block Amendment for PANS OPS 
Volume II; introduce new task in response to IFPP/5 Paper. 
 
PBN~NC Workgroup Accomplishments: Amendment to PANS OPS Permitting SBAS 
LPV use of ILS Obstacle Clearance Surface - ILS CAT I OAS and CRM Accepted; 
Acceptance of Amendment to PANS OPS to Provide Consistency with Annex 10 
Amendment 85; Acceptance of SBAS LP Criteria Amendment; rewrite of PANs OPS 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01_ICAO-IFPP-Comm-Rep.pdf
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RnP Criteria in progress; adoption of DMAS Calculation for Missed Approach RNP < 
1.0. 
 
PBN Workgroup Accomplishments: RF Leg to FAF Criteria (2 items); Instrument 
Procedures (3 items) 
 
PBN Workgroup Plans: prepare text to populated ICAO Doc 8168 Volume II, Part III, 
Section 1, Chapter 6 – GBAS; collaborate with EUROCONTROL and US NSP 
Member on APV Terminology; Completion of RF leg to FAF Criteria and Missed 
Approach Criteria; Prepare SBAS LPV ICAO Doc 8168 Volume I material. 
 
Helicopter Workgroup (HWG) Accomplishments:  PinS LPV Criteria from IFPP/9 
(Editorials); DOC 8697 Charting for PinS Approach Maneuvering Visual Segments; 
DOC 8697 Charting for PinS Departure Maneuvering Visual Segments; Introduction of 
Helicopter  PinS LPV Charting Concepts. 
 
HWG Plans: Collaborate with IWG and finalize Helicopter PinS LPV Charting and 
Promulgation Amendments; review RNP 0.3 Criteria for applicability to all helicopter 
phases of flight. 

 
ACTION: Mr. Mike Webb, FAA/AFS-420, will provide an update at the next forum. 

 
 
B) Declared Distances 
 

Mr. Rich Boll, NBAA, reported that the Declared Distances Working Group (DDWG) 
has not met since the last ACF and thus has no update to provide. He stated that he 
was awaiting the release of the new FAA Airport Design Advisory Circular 150/5300-
13A which is due for release soon. Upon release of the Advisory Circular (AC), the 
DDWG will reconvene, review the AC and provide comment if necessary.  
 
Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, inquired whether, in light of the new AC, Mr. Boll 
anticipated any revision to the meaning and use of the negative D icon on TPPs. Mr. 
Boll stated that he and the group wanted to see what the FAA publishes in the final 
version of the AC before making any recommendations on that subject.   

 
ACTION: Mr. Rich Boll, NBAA, will update the group following the DDWG 

assessment of the AC and will speak to possible revision of the use of the 
negative D. 
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C) Airport Surveying – GIS Program 

 
Dr. Michael McNerney, FAA/AAS-100, was not in attendance and no update was 
provided. 

 
ACTION: Dr. Michael McNerney, FAA/AAS-100, will provide an update at the next 

forum. 
 

 
D) RNAV (RNP) SAAAR to AR (Authorization Required) 

 
Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, provided an update stating that all but a handful of the 
subject procedures have been updated via P-NOTAM (revising the “Special Aircraft 
and Aircrew Authorization Required” note to “Authorization Required”). He reported 
that there are only several procedures in Alaska outstanding and he anticipates that 
they will be revised for the May 2012 charting cycle. 

 
ACTION: Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, will provide an update at the next forum. 
 
 

E) Discontinuation of VOR Services 
 

Mr. Ken Ward, FAA/AJW-911, provided an update on the FAA’s plans to 
decommission over 400 VORs by 2020. Mr. Ward briefed that a Federal Register 
notice of proposed policy and request for comments was published on December 15, 
2011 (Available on line at https://federalregister.gov/a/2011-31451).  The comment 
period ended on March 7, 2012. A subsequent Federal Register notice is due out 
within the month of May encompassing the comments submitted. 
 
Work continues on the process by which the FAA will evaluate VORs currently in use 
to determine which can safely be decommissioned and which will need to remain 
operational.  
 
Mr. Ward stated that the overall plan briefed at the last ACF remained unchanged, with 
the projected number of VORs decommissioned remaining at or about 450. The 
number of DMEs in the NAS will not diminish, but is expected to drastically expand.  
The total number of required DMEs anticipated is as yet undetermined. 
 
A lengthy discussion ensued, during which Mr. Paul Eure, FAA/AJE-31, mentioned his 
concern that the current Standard Service Volume (SSV) for VORs of 40 NM, 
compared with the 77 NM proposed, may cause problems. It was also discussed how 
the decommissioning of a large number of VORs would impact GA, how the FAA 
would insure the continuation of a sufficient number to insure safety, etc. The issue 
presents major challenges with regards to the redefinition of SSVs, routes, fixes, 
airspace, flight inspection, DME/DME/IRU reassessment, etc. and the associated 
costs incurred in making these changes.  
 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01_Discon-of-VOR-update.pdf
https://federalregister.gov/a/2011-31451
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Mr. Ted Thompson, Jeppesen, inquired as to budget implications for the FAA in 
defining fixes/airspace/procedure issues presented by the proposed migration to 
NEXTGEN. What are the costs associated with the charting changes that these 
actions will incur? Has the FAA planned and established cost projections for these 
changes? 
 
Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, responded that AeroNav Products is in the process of 
attempting to assess the cost impact, but that until detailed transition plans are 
received, this is not possible.  

 
Mr. Thompson stated that the issue for commercial charting entities is the resources 
necessary to handle a large volume of changes to charts, procedures and database 
programming.  
 
ACTION: Mr. Ken Ward, FAA/AJW-911, will notify the Chair of ACF-Charting Group 

should a briefing be warranted at the next ACF. 
 

 
F) Denver RNAV Project 

 
No update was provided at this ACF. 
 
ACTION:  Updates provided to ACF as events unfold. 

 
 

G) Proposed Charting of National Marine Sanctuaries on VFR Products 
 

Mr. Rick Fecht, FAA/AJV-321, provided a briefing on the establishment and proposed 
charting of the NOAA-Regulated National Marine Sanctuaries published in the Federal 
Register on January 26, 2012. Mr. Fecht stated that NOAA had requested that the 
FAA depict (on Visual Charts) the boundary areas for Monterey Bay, Channel Islands, 
Gulf of the Farallones and Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuaries and the 
associated altitude restrictions. Although these are not FAA Flight Restrictions, there 
are significant monetary fines associated with violation of these areas. 
 
Mr. Fecht presented several sample graphic depictions of the Sanctuaries. The first 
slide depicted the Olympic Coast National Marine Sanctuary per current IACC 
Specifications. The Second slide showed a proposed depiction of the same sanctuary 
with the symbology retained, but the symbol color changed from blue to magenta.  
Additional notes were added to the chart to aid in identifying the new zones. He 
demonstrated that the areas would appear much more prominently in magenta and 
that users would be more readily able to recognize and thus avoid the areas.  
 
Mr. Fecht opened the floor up to comments on the depiction proposal.  
 
Mr. Tom Kramer, AOPA, asked if the depiction of the new NOAA areas (the magenta 
colored depiction) would be carried over to any other similar new ‘areas’ that are 

https://federalregister.gov/a/2012-1593
https://federalregister.gov/a/2012-1593
http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01_NOAA_Marine_Sanctuaries-areas-impacted.pdf
http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01_NOAA_Marine_Sanctuaries-areas-impacted.pdf
http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01_NOAA_Marine_Sanctuaries-penalty-matrix.pdf
http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01_NOAA_Marine_Sanctuaries-proposed-vfr-charting.pdf
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established by other Government agencies. Mr. Fecht answered that yes, the magenta 
depiction, if agreed upon, would be established in the IACC specifications per an RD. 
 
Mr. Rich Boll, NBAA, inquired as to what implications NOAA’s request had on IFR 
charts and whether that had been taken into account. Mr. Fecht stated that he was not 
aware of any analysis done by NOAA regarding IFR implications. Mr. Boll then asked 
how the FAA manages and tracks requests when they come from 3rd parties (other 
Government, non-FAA and non-DoD). Mr. Ted Thompson, Jeppesen, asked how will 
such regulatory airspace/protection areas be sourced? Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-
3B, responded that AeroNav’s sources for such areas (non-FAA “airspace-type” areas) 
have historically been NOAA and the Department of the Interior. In this case, after the 
request came from NOAA, AeroNav was able to obtain the original Federal Register 
announcement describing the areas and use it as additional source. In many cases, 
particularly the Department of Interior areas, source is received via memo from that 
agency. Because these are not FAA Airspace, they are not sourced by the FAA 
(NFDD, FAA Order 7400, etc.). 
 
Mr. Kramer asked if the Government, namely the FAA, was obligated to depict any/all 
Federal restricted/regulated airspace? Ms. Watson responded that yes, she felt the 
FAA would be remiss in NOT charting such airspace. She expanded on this thought by 
describing that the intended purpose of the Visual chart is as a tool for safe VFR flight 
– to show pilots where they can fly and where they perhaps should not. If these areas 
are not depicted on the charts, how will pilots know of their existence and be able to 
avoid them?   
 
Mr. Rafael Quezada, FAA/AOV-330, voiced that because these are not newly-
established areas, a Safety Risk Management (SRM) assessment to chart them is not 
required. The establishment of any new areas would require an SRM. For future areas 
or modification of existing areas, NOAA is obligated to coordinate with local FAA 
Airspace Service Area managing authorities.  
 
Mr. John Moore, FAA/AJV-22, brought up the challenges in being able to maintain the 
charts if other agencies only provide information via the Federal Register. Mr. Moore 
suggested that an update agreement be established between the FAA and the Federal 
agency requesting the charting of airspace that is regulated.  
 
Mr. Thompson noted that there is a need to database the parameters of these new 
areas and the altitude restrictions associated with them. Unless this is done, the NOAA 
regulated areas will not appear on any flight system. Mr. Thompson added that it 
appeared to him that NOAA was only looking to depict the regulated airspace on paper 
VFR charts and that they had not taken into account the broader ramifications of 
establishing such areas.  
 
Mr. Boll expressed concern over the new NOAA areas that lie within the Los Angeles 
area, given the proximity of airports and approach and departure patterns within the 
LA area.  
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There was a general discussion regarding whether NOAA is authorized to establish 
flight restrictions.  Ms. Watson, voiced that regardless of the steps NOAA took in the 
establishment of the areas, the CHARTING of the areas is already covered by IACC 
specifications and does not require further authority. She clarified that the question of 
NOAA’s right to establish flight restrictions is a legal concern that is outside the scope 
of the Forum – the group is tasked to help determine how they should be charted as 
they now exist. 
 
There was support within the Forum for the magenta depiction of such regulated areas 
on Visual Charts. However, because it is not known whether NOAA conducted the 
required coordination with local FAA Service Area representatives (as outlined by Mr. 
Quezada, above), it was agreed that there was a need for an impact analysis to be 
done within Terminal and Enroute.  
 
ACTION: Mr. Paul Eure, FAA/AJE-31, will take the matter to the Western Service Area 

and have them conduct the necessary analysis. Mr. Eure will report back on 
his findings at the next ACF.  

 
ACTION: Mr. Rick Fecht, FAA/AJV-321 and Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, will 

finalize the specification revision RD for submission to the MPOC/IACC for 
approval.  Mr. Rick Fecht will report back on the implementation at the next 
ACF.  

 
ACTION: Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, will coordinate with the AeroNav Products 

charting management on evaluating the impact of the NOAA regulated 
airspace on IFR products.  
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VI. Outstanding Issues 
 

A)  05-02-179   Attention All-Users Page for Simultaneous Parallel RNAV        
Departures & PRM Approaches 

 
Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, reviewed the action items from the last ACF. Ms 
Watson presented the latest prototype of the AAUP for Atlanta Hartsfield.  
 
Mr. Tom Schneider, FAA/AFS-420, provided an update on the changes to the 
8620.46D. Mr. Schneider commented that coordination of the revisions would be 
complete within the next two months. Ms. Watson asked if the source process for 
creation of the AAUP (AFS-470 to ATC to FPO in Service Area to NFDC for 
publication in the NFDD) was to be included in the .46 guidance. Mr. Schneider 
responded that, at least at this time, that detail was not planned to be a part of the 
revision. Ms. Watson expressed concern that the source process needs to be firmly 
established and documented. 
 
Mr. Kel Christianson, FAA/AFS-470, commented that the maintenance issues related 
to all AAUPs was still being worked out within AFS-470. It is expected that RNAV 
Departure AAUPs will only be created for a very limited number of airports (5 or 6 
estimated) with simultaneous parallel operations. Mr. Christianson stated that it was 
his understanding that AFS-470 is to share the RNAV Departure AAUP responsibility 
with ATC. However, as to the question of who/what office is to be responsible for 
original creation and maintenance of an AAUP was still not clear. 
 
Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, in response to Mr. Christianson’s inquiry, stated that 
AAUPs would be initiated by the local ATC facility requesting it. The proposed AAUP 
would then proceed to the Service Area, Flight Inspection, then to AFS-470 for 
oversight and ultimately to NFDC for inclusion in the NFDD. Ms. Watson again 
expressed concern that NFDC needs to know from what specific office are they to 
accept AAUPs for publication. 

 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION: Mr. Kel Christianson, FAA/AFS-470, to formalize the process within AFS-

470 as to who would be responsible for creating and maintenance of AAUP 
and their submission to NFDC. 

 
ACTION: Mr. Tom Schneider, FAA/AFS-420, provide an update on the progress of the 

revisions and comment process for FAA Form 8260.46D and report back at 
next ACF. 

 
ACTION: Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, to coordinate with Mr. Tom Schneider, 

FAA/AFS-420 on the AAUP data/document flow for establishing a new 
AAUP to be entered into the FAA Form 8260.46D.  

 
 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD179_Draft_RNAV_DEP_AAUP.pdf
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B)  07-01-192   Recording, Reporting and Dissemination of Usable Runway Lengths 

for Takeoff and Landing 
 

See the Declared Distance Working Group report in paragraph V. B. 
 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION: Mr. Richard Boll, NBAA, will report back at the next ACF. 
 

 
 

C)  07-01-195   Charting and A/FD Information Re: Class E Surface Areas 
 

Mr. Paul Gallant, FAA/AJV-11, was not in attendance. No update was provided. 
 

STATUS:  OPEN 
 
ACTION:  Mr. Gallant, FAA/AJV-11, to provide update at next ACF. 

 
 
 
D) 09-01-213   TERPs Change 21 Circling Approaches 
 

Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, briefed attendees on the progress made since the 
last ACF. Ms. Watson stated that an RD, based on former ACF recommendations, has 
been drafted and formally submitted to the IACC for approval. She thanked Mr. Rich 
Boll, NBAA and Mr. Roy Maxwell, Delta, for their help finalizing the TPP front matter 
guidance & tables. At present, the IACC is reviewing the RD. Depictions were shown 
illustrating the changes to be made within the TPPs, both in the explanatory front 
matter and on the circling lines of minima.  
 
Mr. Tom Schneider, FAA/AFS-420, inquired as to whether any changes had been 
made to the RD since it was submitted to the IACC. Ms. Watson replied that no further 
changes had been made.  
 
Mr. Schneider added that changes have already been made to the 8260.19 with 
regards to the documentation of procedures to which the new circling criteria has been 
applied. (Additional Flight Data box of 8260 source document will contain a note 
“CHART CIRCLING ICON”.)  
 
A question was raised within the audience as to when procedure implementation of the 
Change 21 criteria is expected.  
 
Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, commented that Change 21 Circling implementation is 
anticipated to begin by the end of September 2012. Users should begin to see the 
changes appear on the charts in the early part of CY2013.  
 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD213_TERPS_21_update.pdf
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Mr. Schneider inquired as to whether guidance material was ready to appear in the 
AIM concurrent with the publication of the first procedures. 
 
Mr. Bruce McGray, FAA/AFS-410, replied that his office would follow up on AIM 
guidance. 
 
Mr. Rich Dunham, FAA/AFS-420, commented that the Instrument Procedures 
Handbook (IPH) was in draft at present, but that the upcoming version would contain 
Change 21 Circling information. 

 
STATUS: OPEN 

 
ACTION: Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, to provide an update on IACC approval of 

the charting proposal at next ACF. (She will also provide a final copy of the 
approved RD to Jeppesen & Lido.) 

 
ACTION: Mr. Bruce McGray, FAA/AFS-410, to follow up on AIM guidance and report 

back at next ACF. 
 
ACTION: Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, to provide an update on implementation 

progress at next ACF. 
 
 

 
E) 09-01-214  SMGCS Taxi Charts 
 
Mr. Bruce McGray, FAA/AFS-410, provided an update on the work that has been done 
since the last ACF. Mr. McGray discussed the harmonization process between the FAA 
and ICAO regarding the naming of SMGCS, which within ICAO is referred to as “Low 
Visibility Operations (LVO)”. To help minimize confusion between the FAA and other 
aviation agencies, the FAA will henceforth refer to SMGCS as LVO/SMGCS. 
 
Mr. McGray reported that of the 129 airports that had SMGCS, 56 have completed the 
operational verification program. JFK and SFO do not yet have fully approved SMGCS 
operations in place.  
 
Mr. McGray stated that work was ongoing with regard to the standardization of charting 
symbology and overall chart standardization within Flight Standards and between IASA 
and ICAO.  
 
Mr. Rich Boll, NBAA, asked about the regulatory implications of SMGCS outside the FAA 
Part 121 and 135 worlds. Would there be any impact or relevance for the FAA Part 91 
community? 
 
Mr. McGray replied that the involvement and use of SMGCS within the Part 91 community 
was a gray area. Involvement within the SMCGS program would be up to the operator. 
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Mr. Rich Boll asked that NBAA be included in the discussions regarding the development 
and establishment of SMGCS operations at airports. Mr. Boll commented that NBAA’s 
Regional Representatives would be able to represent and be involved at-airport on behalf 
of the Association. Mr. McGray agreed to include NBAA in airport discussions.   
 

SMGCS Working Group 

 
STATUS:  OPEN 

 
ACTION:  Mr. Bruce McGray, FAA/AFS-410, will provide an update at the next ACF. 

 
 
F)  09-01-215   Reporting and Depiction of Stopways 
 

See the Declared Distance Working Group report in paragraph V. B. 
 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION: Mr. Richard Boll, NBAA, will report back at the next ACF. 

 

Name Organization Phone # Email 
Mr. Bruce McGray FAA/AFS-410 202-385-4725 bruce.mcgray@faa.gov 
Mr. Ted Thompson Jeppesen 303-328-4456 ted.thompson@jeppesen.com 
Ms. Valerie Watson FAA/AeroNav 301-427-5155 valerie.s.watson@faa.gov 
Mr. Juergen Kuhnhenn LSY (Lido) 41-44-828 6546 juergen.kuhnhenn@LHSystems.com 
Mr. Dale Bryan Veracity Eng 202-243-9516 dale.bryan@veracity-eng.com 
Mr. Steve Serur ALPA 703-689-4333 steve.serur@alpa.org 
Mr. George Legarreta FAA/AAS-100 202-267-8766 george.legarreta@faa.gov  
Ms. Monique Yates NGA 301-243-1436 monique.m.yates@nga.mil  
Ms. Deborah Copeland FAA/AJV-322 301-427-5070 deborah.l.copeland@faa.gov 
Mr. Chris Criswell FAA/AJR-32 202-267-9302 christopher.criswell@faa.gov 

mailto:bruce.mcgray@faa.gov
mailto:ted.thompson@jeppesen.com
mailto:valerie.watson@faa.gov
mailto:juergen.kuhnhenn@LHSystems.com
mailto:Dale.bryan@veracity-eng.com
mailto:steve.serur@alpa.org
mailto:george.legarreta@faa.gov
mailto:monique.m.yates@nga.mil
mailto:deborah.l.copeland@faa.gov
mailto:christopher.criswell@faa.gov
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G)  11-01-233   Removal of (ATC) Crossing Restrictions from STARS 

 
Mr. Jim Arrighi, FAA/AJV-14, was not in attendance at the ACF. 
 
Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, summarized the actions taken place since last ACF. 
Ms. Watson reported that there no existing ATC crossing altitudes (at least not 
annotated on the charts as “(ATC)” – the existing charted altitudes may exist to serve 
ATC purposes, but are not published on the plates as such) on STARS, but 33 
Departures do still have ATC crossing altitudes annotated as “(ATC)”. Mr. Brad Rush, 
FAA/AJV-3B, stated that the Terminal offices are in possession of the listing of the 33 
subject Departures and the ATC altitudes will be removed when the procedures are 
next modified.   
 
Mr. Rich Boll, NBAA, commented that Mr. Arrighi has not been in touch with his 
organization to address the NBAA’s concerns regarding Lost Communication. 
 
The issue will remain open until the remaining 33 procedures have been amended to 
remove the ATC crossing restrictions, and Mr. Boll’s concern regarding Lost Comm 
has been satisfactorily resolved. 
 
STATUS:   OPEN 
 
ACTION:    Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, to report on status of 33 remaining 

Departures with ATC crossing altitudes. 
 
ACTION:    Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, to coordinate changes to AeroNav 

Products’ affected charting specification(s) after all of the affected 
procedures have been revised. 
 

ACTION:    Mr. Jim Arrighi, FAA/AJV-14, to address the Lost Communications aspect 
of the original concern. 

 
 
H)  11-01-234   VOR Test Frequencies (VOT) 

  
Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, reported that she had briefed the MPOC on the 
proposal to have VOR Test Facility (VOT) frequencies depicted on airport diagrams. 
The MPOC reviewed the matter and was not in favor of adding VOTs to airport 
diagrams and put forth a counter a proposal.  
 
The MPOC proposes that VOT frequencies be published in the AF/D within the 
individual airport entries where ground-based, on-airport VOTs exist. The current 
consolidated VOR Test Facility (VOT) listing in the back of the AF/D will be retained as 
it is a useful way for pilots to locate an airport with a VOT in a given area. 
 
Mr. John Moore, FAA/AJV-22, voiced a concern regarding the duplication of 
information within a single publication and the associated potential for error or conflict 
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of data. Mr. Bob Carlson, FAA/AJV-322, responded that the airport entry data and, in 
the near future, the back matter A/FD data would be electronically extracted from the 
NASR subscriber files and would always match.   
 
Mr. Rich Boll, NBAA, discussed how pilots in the field, when utilizing the PDF version 
of the A/FD, have to search through the document to find VOT information where it 
currently resides in the back matter. Having the VOT information on the airport page 
would help pilots find the information quicker when utilizing electronic editions.  
 
Based on the consensus of the discussion, Ms. Watson motioned that the former 
MPOC proposal regarding VOT frequencies on airport diagrams be withdrawn and 
guidance be submitted to the Airport Mapping Team to initiate VOT frequency 
publication in individual airport entries in the Flight Supplements. The motion received 
support. 
 
STATUS:  CLOSED 

 
 

I)  11-01-235    Removal of RP* from VFR Charts 
 
Mr. Ron Haag, FAA/AJV-321, provided an update of the progress made since last 
ACF. He stated that explanatory text had been published in the 2012 Chart Users 
Guide, on the FAA Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) Homepage and in the AIM. It is 
hoped that with better user understanding of the charting convention, the confusion 
associated with the interpretation of this chart attribute will be resolved.   

 
STATUS: CLOSED 

 
 

J)  11-01-236   Depiction of Wind Turbines on VFR Charts 
 
Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, briefed on developments since last ACF. An RD 
proposing that wind turbines be represented on FAA Visual charts with the ICAO-
accepted symbol has been formally drafted and submitted to MPOC/IACC.  
Ms. Watson anticipates the RD to be approved in the near future and expects to be 
able to report at the next ACF that implementation has begun.  
 
STATUS: OPEN  
 
ACTION:  Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, to provide update on status and 

implementation at next ACF. 
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K) 11-01-238    Aerobatic Area Symbols on VFR Sectional Chart  
 

Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, briefed on the actions taken since the last ACF. 
She took the item to the Aeronautical Information Services Working Group (AISWG) 
for action. NFDC is now publishing these activity areas as NFDD “add-on” pages. The 
areas are not contained in the NASR database, but as a first step, at least the 
information is now being publicly disseminated by an official FAA source (NFDC).  
 
Mr. Rick Fecht, FAA/AJV-321, briefed the ACF on actions within the Visual Charting 
Group regarding the possibility of using symbology to depict activity areas on visual 
charts.  Research found that a total of 115 A/FD special notices are in effect pertaining 
to aerobatic and/or training areas. Mr. Fecht reported that of the 86 existing aerobatic 
areas, 84 have published dimensions which would allow their parameters to be 
charted. Eight aerobatic areas are identified by notes on the charts placed in the 
proximity of the area.  Additionally, he reported that of the 29 existing training areas, 
10 have published dimensions which would allow their parameters to be charted. 
Twenty-seven training areas are identified by notes on the charts placed in the 
proximity of the area.   
 
Discussion was opened up as to whether aerobatic and training areas should be 
identified on the charts with symbology or should the current practice of “notes” remain 
in place. Feedback from the audience was that the current practice of using box notes 
was sufficient and, at least for the present and until such time as solid dimensional 
data could be obtained, databased & utilized, is the only viable option. 
 
Doubts regarding the validity of many of these activity area entries was voiced. Many 
have been in publication for years and it is possible they are no longer in use. It was 
proposed that the currently published activity areas be vetted through the Service 
Areas to confirm their continued validity. When this has been accomplished, the group 
will return to the question of where (charts, A/FD) the information would best be 
provided. 

 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION:  Mr. Rick Fecht, FAA/AJV-321, to follow up on both training and aerobatic 

areas to see if the special notices are still pertinent and if these areas are 
still active. 

 
 

L)  11-01-240    SRFA Charting 
 

Mr. Ron Haag, FA/AJV-321, provided an update on progress made since last ACF.  
Mr. Haag presented the latest revision to the depiction of the Leesburg Maneuvering 
area. The white masking of the boundary area has been expanded and the blue 
boundary line thickened, making the area more readily discernable. The new masking 
has been implemented and viewable on the 84th Edition of the Baltimore-Washington 
VFR Terminal Area Chart, Effective Dates February 9, 2012. 
 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD240-charting_update_Leesburg_Masking.pdf
http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD240-charting_update_Leesburg_Masking.pdf
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Ms. Watson commented that the workgroup had held a meeting with Mr. Gary Livack, 
FAA/AFS-400, on the background issues related to the Washington SFRA. AeroNav 
Products worked the Leesburg charting issue. The other revisions that Mr. Livack 
requested are connected to the Rule itself, or are specific publication requirements 
provided by FAA Safety and cannot be revised by AeroNav Products authority. Mr. 
Livack was provided contact information on the Government entities involved with 
SFRA rules and regulations.   
 
STATUS:  CLOSED 

 
 

M)  11-01-242    Lead Bearing/Lead DME 
 
Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, briefed that the Lead Bearing/Lead DME issue is before 
the US IFPP. Mr. Rush stated that most charting organizations have an existing ability 
to chart lead bearing/lead DME information when specifically requested on the 
procedure source document. 
 
Mr. Rush anticipates hearing back from the US IFPP in the near future and will report 
back at the next ACF. 
 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION:  Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, to report back at next ACF. 

 
 
 

N)  11-02-244   Depicting Terrain on DPs 
 

Mr. George Bland, AFFSA, briefed the issue, presenting several concept depictions of 
terrain displayed on a departure procedure. Mr. Bland noted that in all the depictions 
presented, the plan view was to scale. 
 
Mr. Ron Canter, FAA/AJV-353, restated that almost all of the FAA Departures (and 
Arrivals) are NOT charted to scale (being limited to the TPP-sized planview) and 
therefore do not lend themselves to terrain depiction. 
 
Mr. Bland commented that within DoD’s Departure program, the military charting 
community had a degree of flexibility not available to the FAA. For instance, they could 
depict the Terminal area of a DP in one scale and transitions in a different scale. Of 
key concern to pilots within the military community is situational awareness, 
particularly of rapidly-rising terrain.   
 
Mr. Canter reiterated that the FAA is tasked with being able to fit an entire DP within 
the parameters of a single size-limited page and that sometimes the lateral extension 
of these procedures is hundreds of miles. These procedures cannot possibly be drawn 
to scale given today’s restrictions on charting.   
 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD244-Terrain_Depicted_on_DPs.pdf
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Mr. Bland inquired of Mr. Canter whether there was any possibility of terrain being 
depicted by user request for a specific procedure. Mr. Canter replied back to Mr. 
Bland’s question with a definitive no – chart attributes (such as terrain) may not be 
added to FAA products counter to approved specifications. 
 
Mr. Bland stated that the military has gone forward to establish their own criteria for 
charting terrain on a DPs.  
 
The idea of adding circled “to scale” areas to Departures and the possibility of adding 
terrain to only these areas, was discussed. Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, voiced 
that before the FAA considered such action, extensive Human Factors study would 
need to be conducted. The possibility of users misinterpreting the data or mistaking 
the lack of data for the lack of precipitous terrain would need to be studied. 
 
Mr. Bland acknowledged the differences between the charting environments and 
specifications between the DoD and the FAA. 

 
Mr. John Moore, FAA/AJV-22, suggested that given that the DoD has a requirement to 
provide terrain information on their SIDs/DPs, that they run their concepts through the 
Volpe Human Factors Group. Volpe may be able to find a way to meet DoD 
requirements. Mr. Moore commented that the IACC would be very leery of adopting 
the current proposal and would require full vetting, including SMS and human factors 
studies.  

 
Ms. Watson stated that at present, the FAA has not received a civil request to depict 
terrain appear on SIDs/DPs. The request before the Charting Forum is solely a military 
request and the military is free to modify their specifications to meet their customers’ 
needs. She stated that in her view, it is doubtful that the FAA would adopt such a 
change to their specifications at this time.  
 
Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, commented that the charting industry is on the verge of 
transitioning to electronic charting and that it may possible in the future to add many 
attributes that under the limitations of today’s paper products are just not feasible.  
 
There was a consensus within the group that there is an advantage to showing terrain 
on SIDs and STARs but due to limitations of current chart parameters, planview size, 
procedure size, printing process, economic factors etc., for the FAA it is not currently 
possible. 
 
Mr. Bland and Mr. Lance Christian, NGA, both understood and accepted the situation 
from the FAA perspective.   
 
STATUS: CLOSED 
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O)  11-02-245   Automated UNICOM on IAPs and Sectionals 

 
Ms. Maura McGrath, FAA/AJW-163, from the non-Fed Weather Program office, was to 
have presented an update on activities since the last ACF, but Ms. Valerie Watson, 
FAA/AJV-3B, briefed in her absence. 
 
Ms. Watson briefed on the decertification of the SuperAWOS systems, which occurred 
in January 2012. Subsequently, NFDC, after working with the non-Fed Weather 
Program office, formally decommissioned all of the decertified systems, an action 
which caused them to be removed from all FAA charts and publications. 
 
Ms. Watson further briefed that the FAA Terminal Team has been working the 
necessary procedural revisions caused by loss of local altimeter source at the subject 
airports with respect to minima. Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, confirmed that the 
procedural revisions resulting from the AWOS decommissionings are being addressed 
via P-NOTAM. 
 
Associated with SuperAWOS are the Automated UNICOM (A-UNICOM) systems.  
There remain questions regarding charting of A-UNICOMs. Mr. Rush stated that there 
was still no resolution as to whether A-UNICOM systems need to be discriminated 
from normal UNICOM systems in our FAA databases and on FAA charts/publications. 

 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION:  Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, to follow up with Ms. Maura McGrath, 

FAA/AJW-163, on the Automated UNICOM system issue and brief at the 
next ACF.  

 
 

P)  11-02-246   Publication of Special Notices in the A/FD 
 

Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, briefed the issue. In the past, Special Notices 
source information was received by AeroNav Products (FAA/AJV-3) via internal FAA 
memo or email from Cartographic Standards, FAA/AJV-22. Recently, the National 
Flight Data Center (NFDC), FAA/AJV-22, has begun publishing the data in the 
National Flight Data Digest (NFDD) as “add-on” pages. The information is not entered 
into the NASR database, but IS now publicly disseminated by the FAA office 
responsible for Aeronautical Information Management. 
 
Mr. Ted Thompson, Jeppesen, expressed his appreciation for the progress the FAA 
has made in publicly disseminating Special Notices via NFDD and conceded that it 
was a marked improvement over the old process. However, he has concerns 
regarding the details of publication – the fact that individual revisions are not flagged 
as “changed” and that apparently ALL Notices are not being disseminated. (The recent 
Teterboro, NJ, Dalton Visual Departure was cited as an example.)   
 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD245-superAWOS_SuperUnicom_briefing.pdf
http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD245-superAWOS_SuperUnicom_briefing.pdf
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Mr. Thompson asked for an offline discussion with Ms. Watson and individuals from 
the NFDC (FAA/AJW-21) office to discuss possible improvement to the process.  
There were no NFDC representatives present, but Ms. Watson agreed to meet with 
Mr. Thompson and engage NFDC in a discussion to help improve the process. 
 
Mr. Thomas Schneider, FAA/AFS-420, inquired as to the process by which Special 
Notices are initiated and documented. Mr. George Sempeles, Quality Manager for 
FAA/AJV-32, stated that the Notices are received at the NFDC office from the Service 
Areas, but that there is not a formally documented process. Mr. Schneider suggested 
that a process be established and formalized.  
 
Mr. Roy Maxwell, Delta Air Lines, voiced that it would be beneficial to end users if 
specific changes on the charts and within such publications as the A/FD were 
highlighted or flagged in some manner. Ms. Watson responded that the charting 
offices are aware of this and are working toward solutions. She cited the “compare” 
tool currently available in the digital TPP files which shows clearly what has changed 
on a terminal procedure. Mr. Bob Carlson, FAA/AJV-322, stated that though “change 
bars” are used in A/FD back matter, they are not yet utilized within the airport entry 
section of that publication. He commented that the A/FD is in the process of becoming 
an automated product and though an estimated 1000 revisions are made to the airport 
section of every A/FD per cycle, it is possible that some sort of change alert 
mechanism can be built into the system in the future. 
 
Mr. Rich Boll, NBAA, noted that many of the A/FDs contain flight procedures and 
inquired as to whether such information is appropriately placed within the Special 
Notices section of the A/FD. He expressed specific concern about Visual Flight 
Procedures in the A/FD that could easily get “lost” placed as they are. 
 
Mr. Thompson added that Jeppesen has struggled with the whole issue of Visual 
Flight Procedures for years and agreed with Mr. Boll that the Notices Section of the 
A/FD is probably not the ideal location for them. Mr. Thompson continued, stating that 
due to the wide variety of Special Notices, some with a direct impact on flight 
operations and others without, a “scrub” of the section might be worthwhile. 
 
Further discussion ensued regarding the variety of items contained in the Notices 
section (from VFR Departures to tethered balloons). Several attendees expressed the 
opinion that flight-critical information can easily be overlooked if imbedded in a section 
of a publication containing non-critical entries.  
 
Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, acknowledged the challenge presented and explained 
that in many ways the A/FD has become a “catch-all” for those items which don’t fit 
within other existing charting and pilot information publications. He agreed that the 
matter should be looked into.  
 
Ms. Watson asked whether the Charted Visual Flight Procedures (CVFP) Order 
7100.79 could be revised to accommodate some or all of the VFR Procedures 
currently published in the A/FDs. (CVFPs are published in the Terminal Procedures 
Publications not the A/FDs.) Mr. Kyle McKee, FAA/AFS-410, stated that the order was 
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currently under revision and he would investigate the possibility of incorporating the 
procedures under discussion. 
 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION:  Mr. Kyle McKee, FAA/AFS-410, to coordinate with AJV-14 on exploring and 

expanding scope of FAA Order 7100.79 to include VFR Departures and 
Arrivals.  

 
ACTION:   Mr. Ted Thompson, Jeppesen, to work with NFDC through Ms. Valerie 

Watson, FAA/AJV-3B on refining the NFDD sourcing process. 
 
ACTION:   Mr. Bob Carlson, FAA, AJV-322, to discuss within the A/FD Team a 

reassessment of the contents and criteria by which items are added to the 
Notices section. 

 
 

Q)  11-02-247   Approach Control Phone Numbers in A/FD 
 

Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, briefed the item. Ms. Watson stated that she had 
been in touch with Terminal and Enroute ATC to discuss the matter.   
 
Mr. Paul Eure, FAA/AJE-21, briefed that since the last ACF, he had discussed the 
topic with the FAA Centers and that they were not in support of publishing Approach 
Control phone numbers in the A/FD. Mr. Eure stated that there were a lot of factors 
involved, including the logistics behind obtaining and maintaining the phone numbers 
(over 2,100 phones in all) and security concerns. Many of the centers stated that they 
had local, informal arrangements in place between the facility and associated airports 
on the dissemination of Approach Control phone numbers. 
 
Mr. Gary Fiske, FAA/TEG-Y90 (representing FAA/AJT), was not in attendance, but 
had previously communicated to Ms. Watson that Terminal ATC was in agreement 
with Mr. Eure’s comments and that at this point in time are not ready to release phone 
numbers for publication in the A/FDs. 
 
Mr. Boll, NBAA, emphasized that in today’s environment, pilots utilizing cell phones to 
communicate with Approach Control is a common practice. He still feels that having 
Approach Control contact numbers easily available would be very beneficial. In his 
opinion, the FAA is excluding GA from an efficient means of communication. Mr. Boll 
accepted, on behalf of NBAA, the position and comments voiced by Mr. Eure and Mr. 
Fiske. 

 
STATUS: CLOSED 
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VII. New Charting Topics 
 

A) 12-01-248   NEXTGEN Procedure for the Naming of Aeronautical Navigation Aids 
 

Ms. Connie Atlagovich, FAA/ZOB ARTCC, introduced the topic and gave a general 
overview of the background for the proposal. Ms. Atlagovich stated that Cleveland 
Center has been going through a massive redesign of their airspace and through the 
process, concerns from current air traffic controllers surfaced pertaining to the naming 
conventions that are in place within the FAA regarding to the loss of VORs and 
establishment of a waypoint at the same location. Currently, VORs have three letter 
location identifiers and waypoints have pronounceable five letter identifiers. The 
proposal presented supports a process by which, when a VOR, for example “CLE”, is 
decommissioned and replaced with a waypoint, that the VOR ident be retained and 
prefixed with a 2-letter combination “KQ” resulting in a 5-letter waypoint ident 
“KQCLE”. It was suggested that this practice would benefit both local ATC and the 
pilot community by creating a named point with geographical significance, and would 
result in a smoother and safer airspace redesign transition process. 
 
Mr. Michael Ruple, FAA/ZOB ARTCC, presented a PowerPoint briefing that provided 
more detail to the issues raised regarding the proposed naming conventions of 
waypoints established over positions where previously NAVAIDs were located.  
 
Mr. Ruple presented slides that illustrated the Cleveland ARTCC airspace prior to the 
airspace being reworked and a slide showing the evolution of the airspace as it moves 
to all-RNAV by 2015. Mr. Ruple illustrated how familiar NAVAID idents play a role in 
aiding both pilots’ and controllers’ local knowledge of location. He then presented an 
argument for how, without utilizing some new form of naming convention, the 
redesigned airspace will result in a loss of geographic situational awareness. 
 
Mr. Kevin Allen, US Airways, expressed support for retaining geographic NAVAID IDs, 
but recommended keeping the existing three letter ID followed by “99”; e.g., STL99. 
He believes this would be preferable and provide better geographical situational 
awareness. 
 
Mr. Paul Eure, FAA/AJE-31, commented that whenever there is such an overhaul of 
airspace, where a NAVAID has been replaced with a waypoint, there is a process to 
disseminate the change to both pilots and controllers. Several audience members 
commented on how this appeared to be more about the learning curve associated with 
a transition period where pilots and controllers alike are going to have to adjust to 
changes within the system. Mr. Eure pointed out that the number of NAVAIDs in the 
NAS will decrease drastically in the future and users, over time, will come to learn the 
new waypoints established in their place. He reminded the group that relocated 
controllers are trained on the new airspace to which they are assigned and that 
retraining on modified airspace is essentially the same process.   
 
Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, stated that this Forum’s focus was specific to 
charting issues and that the issue raised by Ms. Atlagovich and Mr. Ruple is one of 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD248-NextGen_nomenclature-breifing.pdf
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policy. The proposal is counter to established FAA naming conventions and those 
conventions need to be addressed. Ms. Watson directed the proponents to several 
pertinent FAA Orders (7400.2 Procedures for Handling Airspace Matters, 7350.8 
Location Identifiers Handbook, 8260.19 Flight Procedures and Airspace) in which the 
current fix/waypoint naming conventions are documented and suggested they contact 
the offices of responsibility for those Orders. She stressed that from a charting 
perspective, waypoint names are charted as published by source and that the matter 
is beyond the scope of this forum.  
 
Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, mentioned that an issue not raised by Ms. Atlagovich 
and Mr. Ruple’s presentation is the lack of an ident naming convention for stand-alone 
DME’s.  This issue will also need to be addressed as the FAA moves to an RNAV-
based NAS. 
 
Mr. Rush stated that he would forward the proposed waypoint naming convention 
recommendation to System Operations Services (FAA/AJR) for consideration. He 
stressed that ICAO naming standards need to be looked at as well. Mr. Rush 
acknowledged that the redesign transition is a problematic issue and that this specific 
proposal may well have merit, but that the process of changing naming conventions 
starts with System Operations. 
 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION: Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, will forward the recommendation to System 

Operations and will request that a representative provide a response by the 
next ACF. 

 
ACTION: CLE ARTCC will contact Offices of Responsibility for FAA Orders which 

document current waypoint naming conventions to recommend their 
proposal. 

 
 

B) 12-01-249    Consolidated ILS CAT II and CAT III Depictions 
 

Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, submitted and briefed the issue. Ms. Watson 
briefed that the consolidation of ILS CAT II and CAT III information onto a single 
terminal plate has been recommendation by the US IFPP. She explained that 90% of 
the information on these charts is shared and that the consolidation can easily be 
accomplished.   
 
Ms. Watson presented graphics depicting the current separate depictions and the 
proposed consolidated depiction. She outlined the specification changes, among 
which are: chart title, which will be of the format ILS RWY XX (CAT II & III); removal of 
DH/RA from the profile view (it is clearly listed in the minima); prefacing lines of 
minima to clarify CAT II or CAT III; prefacing CAT II or CAT III specific procedural 
notes. 
 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD249-Consolidated_ILS_Cat_2_3.pdf
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Ms. Watson mentioned that this consolidation is currently practiced by Jeppesen and 
Lido and that the pilot community is familiar with the depiction. 
 
The group consensus was to move forward with the CAT II and CAT III proposal. Ms. 
Watson will submit a specification change RD to the MPOC/IACC. 
 
Ms. Watson then presented an add-on proposal, with graphic examples, for 
consolidating SA CAT I and CAT II plates into a single depiction. She explained that 
the logic is the same as the CAT II and III proposal.    
 
Mr. Bruce McGray, FAA/AFS-410, inquired whether the proposed SA consolidation 
had been presented to Mr. Chris Hope, FAA/AFS-410. Ms. Watson stated that she 
wanted to vet the proposal at the ACF before staffing to individual offices, but would 
certainly forward the proposal to Mr. Hope. 
 
Mr. Ted Thompson, Jeppesen, commented that at present, his organization does not 
consolidate SA approaches, but if the FAA implements the proposal, Jeppesen will 
probably follow suit. 
 
The submission of a formal proposal to IACC for consolidating of SA ILS charts will be 
delayed to allow for Flight Standards review of the proposal. 

 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION: Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, to submit RD for CAT II and CAT III 

consolidation to the MPOC/IACC. 
 
ACTION: Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, will forward SA CAT I and CAT II consolidation 

proposal to Mr. Bruce McGray, FAA/AFS-410, Mr. Chris Hope, FAA/AFS-
410, Mr. Bryant Welch, FAA/AFS-410, and Mr. Mike Webb FAA/AFS-420, 
for review.  

 
 

C) 12-01-250  ICAO IFPP PBN Charting 
   

Mr. Mike Webb, FAA/AFS-420, briefed the issue, providing an overview of discussions 
that have taken place within the ICAO IFPP Integration Working Group on Naming 
Concepts for Instrument Procedures. One of the challenges within the workgroup 
continues to be the language used within the pilot community versus the language 
currently being used by various aviation agencies. Part of the on-going process is the 
harmonization of such language amongst all parties. Within ICAO, procedures have to 
be translated into five languages and the meaning has to be the same across all five. 
Due to the current lack of harmonization, the minimums and flight requirements are not 
fully understood. 
 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD249-add-on_Consolidated_ILS_SA_Cat_1_2.pdf
http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD250-ICAO_IFPP_PBN_Charting-briefing.pdf
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The challenges that lie ahead of the panel are daunting. The Group is attempting to 
establish a naming convention that: 
 

• Is intuitive and understood by pilots in over 160 ICAO member states  
• Enables a pilot to select the right type of procedure 
• Enables a controller to quickly know what type of procedure a pilot is flying or is 

able to fly 
• Works within current, legacy and future flight boxes to ensure the ability to 

store, access and display a given procedure 
• Allows database programmer to develop and/or modify coding that will allow the 

procedures to be properly databased and function within current systems (ATC 
and aircraft) 

 
Mr. Webb stated that due out in November will be a State Letter from ICAO. The State 
Letter will be open for a comment period of 90 days. If the number of comments is few, 
the matter could then move forward. A large number of comments could cause the 
matter to return to the Working Group level. Once approved, the time period given for 
member states to implement will be 2 years. 
 
Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, moved that the RD be closed as the item was not, 
in its present form, a charting issue that was ready to be addressed yet within the 
Charting Forum. Ms. Watson added that the item will be added as a briefing item and 
invited Mr. Webb to come back to the Charting Group to provide updates at future 
ACFs. 
 
STATUS: CLOSED 

 
 
 

D) 12-01-251    Alaska Low IFR Enroute Charts – T Route Note 
 

Proposal submitted by Catherine Majauskas, FAA/AFS-470, to revise the equipment 
requirement note for T-Routes on the IFR Low Altitude Alaska Enroute charts. Final 
iteration of note “Low Altitude RNAV Route TSO-C145 or C146 required” was 
approved by Mr. Kel Christianson, FAA/AFS-470. Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, 
will submit an EC for the change to the MPOC/IACC.  
 
STATUS: CLOSED 

 
 
 

E) 12-01-252    Warning Note on Vertical Descent Angle (VDA) 
 

The issue was briefed at IPG on Tuesday, April 24, 2012.  
 
The new issue was submitted by Mr. John Collins, GA Pilot, and is closely related to 
ACF-IPG Issue 12-01-301, Publishing a Vertical Descent Angle (VDA) with 34:1 
Surface Penetrations in the Visual Segment, which was submitted by FAA Flight 
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Inspection Services, FAA/AJW-331, as a result of a Southwest Airlines complaint of 
receiving GPWS alerts while flying a published vertical descent angle (VDA) on 
approach to Birmingham, AL.  
 
Mr. Collins’ submission also expressed concern when VDAs and VDPs are published 
when 34:1 and 20:1 visual surface penetrations exist and requests a cautionary note 
on the approach chart when this condition exists. 
 
Mr. Collins stated that even though VDAs are for information only, advisory in nature, 
and are not protected for use below the MDA, many pilots are increasingly rely on the 
VDA as guidance to the runway. Mr. Collins provided an example location where it is 
impossible to fly a stabilized approach to the runway because there is terrain 
penetrating the VDA.  
 
Mr. Collins closed by emphasizing that a cautionary note when there are 34:1 and 20:1 
penetrations of the VDA would be a great added safety measure. 
 
Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, noted that FAA-produced RNAV charts, the stipple 
symbols used when the 34:1 slope is clear. Lack of the symbol on FAA charts 
indicates that the 34:1 slope is not clear. She also noted that notes on the IAPs are 
based on FAA Order 8260.19 and the cautionary note would have to be assessed by 
Flight Standards.   

 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION: Mr. Thomas Schneider, FAA/AFS-420, agreed to staff the issue through 

AFS-400 and report at the next meeting. 
 
 
 

F) 12-01-253    ILS Category III a/b/c Minima 
 

FAA/AFS-410 was asked to brief the Forum following a Federal Register 
announcement that removes Category IIIa, IIIb and IIIc definitions from use. 
 
Mr. Chris Hope, FAA/AFS-410, briefed the issue. Mr. Hope showed the audience 
current FAA CAT III minima on IAP charts, which consists of minimums for CAT III 
a/b/c. He then showed the proposed CAT III minima, which consists of a single RVR 
value which reflects the lowest minima allowed based on the performance 
classification of the ILS equipment. The a/b/c notations no longer apply. 
 
Mr. Hope’s presentation included an explanatory discussion involving updated 
Operation Specifications (the revision of OpSpec C060). 
 
Based on these changes, AFS-410 has proposed revision of the information 
provided with in the approach minimums table on CAT III approaches plates. The 
proposed change would impact approximately 120 FAA Public-use CAT III approach 
procedures. 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD252-vda_profile_presentation.pdf
http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD252-vda_profile_presentation.pdf
http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD253-CATIII_a_b_c_minima-presentation.pdf
http://aeronav.faa.gov/content/aeronav/acfstatus/Presentations/12-01-RD253-CATIII_a_b_c_minima-presentation.pdf
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Mr. Ted Thompson, Jeppesen, commented that Jeppesen tailors to airlines and that 
he estimates that the proposed change would impact 500 to 600 Jeppesen charts. 
Mr. Thompson asked when and at what rate would the 8260 procedure source 
documents be revised.   
 
Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, responded that the procedures would not all be 
changed at once via P-NOTAM (as is often done in cases like this), but the changes 
would be incorporated as procedures are updated for other reasons or are worked 
for biennial review.  
 
Mr. Tom Schneider, FAA/AFS-420, stated that the 8260.19 Change 3, due for a 
March 2103 release, would contain the revised guidance for CAT III minima 
procedure annotation.   
 
Mr. Mike Frank, FAA/AFS-52, spoke about his concerns with the change going 
directly to Final Rule without prior internal coordination and his concerns with the fact 
that the change is not compliant with ICAO standards. He stated that the current 
recommendation can be adopted, but will require the U.S. to file a difference with 
ICAO as other ICAO member states follow ICAO Annex 6 with regards to CAT III 
a/b/c.  
 
Mr. Hope said that the FAA is working with ICAO to see if other countries will 
consider adopting the changes proposed by the FAA. To date, ICAO has asked for 
more time to consider the proposed changes.  
 
Mr. Frank asked if the final rule is implemented in June, how does the FAA intend to 
accommodate international users? Would the FAA publish two charts - one for U.S. 
users and one for international operators? 
 
Mr. Rush stated that the FAA would only publish one chart for all users.  
 
Mr. Frank added that the rule change needs to go through the NRPM process and 
that until that process is completed, that the proposed RD should be put on hold.  
 
It was noted that Boeing has submitted a comment to the proposed changes that a 
NPRM period is warranted in order to allow input from international operators. 
 
Mr. Ed Ward, Southwest Airlines, asked that the FAA inform and educate pilots 
regarding any changes made impacting CAT III charts. Mr. Rush agreed, stating that 
the FAA would inform and educate pilots through the release of Safety Alerts. 

 
STATUS: OPEN 
 
ACTION: Mr. Thomas Schneider, FAA/AFS-420, to work on the 8260.19 Change 3 

revision. 
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ACTION: Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, following 8260.19 revision, will work to 
implement changes to ILS CAT III procedures. He will initiate a Safety 
Alert by Terminal to inform and educate pilots when the first revised 
procedures appear. 

 
ACTION: Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, will process an EC to revise the IACC 

specifications. 
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VIII. Closing Remarks 
 
Mr. Max Hall, Chief Operating Officer (COO), Pragmatics, Inc., made closing comments 
stating that ISI/Pragmatics was pleased to have housed the 20th anniversary meeting of the 
ACF. Mr. Hall offered the Pragmatics facility for future meetings and solicited feedback on 
what could be done to improve their support. 
 
Ms. Valerie Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, along with Mr. Brad Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, thanked 
Innovative Solutions International for hosting the 12-01 Forum and thanked the Forum 
attendees for their participation. Notices of the official minutes will be announced via email 
and provided via the Internet. The two website addresses (CG and IPG) are provided below: 
 

• http://aeronav.faa.gov/index.asp?xml=aeronav/acf 
• http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/afs/afs400/afs

420/acfipg/ 
 
Please note the attached Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR) listing for action items. It is 
requested that all OPRs provide the Chair, Ms. Valerie Watson (with an information copy to 
Mr. Alex Rushton) a written status update on open issues no later than October 5, 2012. 
Note – These status reports will be used to compile the minutes of the meeting and will 
be the “for the record” statement of your presentation.  A reminder notice will be 
provided. 
 
The ACF 12-01 Attendee List is attached along within this PDF document. 
 
Special thanks to Mr. John Banks, ISI Pragmatics, for his support during the 3 days of the 
ACF. 
 
Special thanks to Mr. Ted Thompson, Jeppesen, for providing his meeting notes for use in 
these ACF minutes. 
 
IX. Next Meeting 

 
ACF 12-02 is scheduled to be held October 23-25, 2012, location ALPA Headquarters, 
Herndon, VA. 
 
ACF 13-01 is scheduled to be held on April 23-25, 2013, Innovative Solutions International, a 
Pragmatics, Inc., Corporate Headquarters, Reston, VA. 
 
X. Attachments 
 

A. 12-01 Attendee Roster 
B. Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR) 
 

http://aeronav.faa.gov/index.asp?xml=aeronav/acf
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/afs/afs400/afs420/acfipg/
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/afs/afs400/afs420/acfipg/
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Particpant's Name Organization Phone Fax E-mail
Abbott, Colby FAA/AJR-33 202-267-8783 colby.abbott@faa.gov
Abbott, Deke FAA/AFS-220 202-267-8266 deke.abbott@faa.gov
Abbott, Kathy FAA/ 202-267-7192 kathy.abbott@faa.gov
Adams,Martin FAA/AJE-37
Agarwal, Ravin Continental Airlines 713-324-5110 ravin.agarwal@coair.com


x Allen, Kevin US Airways 480-693-4637 kevin.allen@usairways.com
Amisano, Richard USAF 301-981-4259 richard.amisano@afncr.af.mil


Anderson, Fred FAA/AJV-3 vice NFPO 405-954-3027 Fax: 4236 fred.anderson@faa.gov
Arrighi, Jim AJV-14 PBN Integ. 202-385-4680 james.arrighi@faa.gov


x Atlagovich, Connie FAA-ZOB ARTCC 440-774-0408 connie.atlagovich@faa.gov


Baker, Gil AFFSA/A3ID 405-739-7871 gilbert.baker@tinker.af.mil
x Ball, Allan NetJets 614-239-4873 Fax:  5235 ball@netjets.com
x Banks, John FAA/AFS-420 (ISI) 405-954-3858 john.ctr.banks@faa.gov


Barnes,Steve FAA/AFS-450 405-954-8191 stephen.barnes@faa.gov
Barnett, Tracy Emirates Airlines tabarnett@gmail.com
Beaudry, Jacques SIGNAV 405-853-0508 jbeaudry@signav.ca


x Becker, Hal AOPA 703-560-3588 hal.becker@att.net
x Beddoe, David Intergraph Gov Solutions 703-264-5616 david.beddoe@intergraphgovsolutions.com


Bergner, Steve NBAA 845-583-5152 Fax:  5769 steve.bergner@gmail.com


Berry, Ron SAIC/AFS-410 202-285-4856 ronald.ctr.berry@faa.gov


Bicknell, Larry MITRE CAASD 901-233-5557 lbicknell@mitre.org
x Blair, John FAA/AFS-410 202-385-4314 john.blair@faa.gov
x Bland, George AFFSA 405-739-9251 george.bland@us.af.mil


Blank, Art FAA/AJT-2A3 202-385-8599 art.blank@faa.gov


x Boll, Richard NBAA 316-655-8856 richard.boll@sbcglobal.net


Bonanni, Robert FAA 202-267-8761 robert.bonanni@faa.gov
Botko,Craig FAA/AFS-220 202-267-4793 craig.botko@faa.gov
Boyce, Grady Delta AirLines 404-714-3237 grady.boyce@delta.com


Boynton, Michael NGA michael.g.boynton@nga.mil
Bradshaw, David FAA/AJV-24 540-422-4770 david.bradshaw@faa.gov
Brashear, Robert Bombardier


x Briggum, Christopher GE Aviation PBN Services 253-867-3927 christopher.briggum@ge.com
Brown, Mike FAA/AAS-300 202-267-7653 michael.w.brown@faa.gov
Bryan, Dale Veracity Eng (AJP671) 202-243-9516 dale.bryan@veracity-eng.com
Butghbabu, Abhizna MIT 848-219-7999 abhiznab@mit.edu
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Cabler, Hank FAA/AFS-430 202-385-4622 hank.cabler@faa.gov
x Canter, Ron FAA/AJW-353 301-427-4770 ronald.l.canter@faa.gov
x Carlson, Bob FAA/AJV-322 301-427-5134 robert.d.carlson@faa.gov


Carrigan, Tom FAA/AJV-362 301-427-5146 thomas.ctr.carrigan@faa.gov
Chamberlain, Chuck FAA/AJT-23 202-385-8778 chuck.chamberlain@faa.gov 


x Chandra, Divya USDOT Volpe Center 617-494-3882 divya.chandra@dot.gov
x Christian, Lance NGA/MSRF 571-557-3870 lance.d.christian@nga.mil
x Christianson, Kel FAA/AFS-470 202-385-4207 kel.christianson@faa.gov


Church, Gary AMA 703-518-9923 gary.church@avmgt.com
x Clayton, Michael AFFSA/A3AP 405-739-9542 michael.r.clayton@tinker.af.mil
x Collins, John GA Pilot 704-576-3561 johncollins@carolina.rr.com
x Combs, Todd FAA-AeroNav Products 301-427-4839 todd.m.combs@faa.gov


Comstock, Kevin ALPA 703-689-4176 Fax: 4370 kevin.comstock@alpa.org
Connor, Maurice FAA/CTR/AJR-36 202-267-9255 mike.ctr.connor@faa.gov
Copeland, Debbie FAA/ATO-W AVN 301-713-2631 deborah.l.copeland@faa.gov


x Craig, Gary ASAP 724-742-4777 gtcraig@asapinc.net
Cramer, Mike MITRE CAASD 616-296-9210 mcramer@mitre.org
Criswell, Chris FAA/AJR-21 202-267-9302 christopher.criswell@faa.gov
Crowe, JD NAVCANADA 613-248-3939 Fax: 4039 crowej@navcanada.ca
Davis, Bob FAA/AFS-220 202-267-7579 robert.davis@faa.gov
Davis, Edwards AJW-375 301-427-4780 edward.e.davis@faa.gov


Deuvall, Jim CAVU Companies 315-264-2288 jim.deuvall@cavucompanies.com
DeVito, Joe JetBlue 718-709-2264 joseph.devito@jetblue.com
Duenas, Jerod Mitre/CAASD 703-983-1259 jduenas@mitre.org


x Dunham, Rick FAA/AFS-420 405-954-6633 rick.dunham@faa.gov
Dutch, Keith FAA/AJE-36 202-385-8459 keith.dutch@faa.gov


x Edsall, Douglas USAASA 703-806-4417 Fax: 4409 douglas.m.edsall.civ@mail.mil


Eliel, Erik Alaska Airlines erikeliel@earthlink.net
Enders, Charles FAA/AFS-220 202-493-1422 charles.j.enders@faa.gov


x Eure, Paul FAA/AJE-31 202-385-8451 paul.eure@faa.gov
Farro, Scott FAA, NATCA 801-325-9675 scottfarrow@comcast.net


x Fecht, Rick FAA/AJV-321 301-427-4929 richard.f.fecht@faa.gov
Fee, James FAA/AVP-200 202-493-4260 james.fee@faa.gov


x Fiske, Gary FAA/AJT-28 860-386-3508 gary.m.fiske@faa.gov
Flood, Frank Air Canada-ACPA 519-9429014 frank.flood@aircanada.ca
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Florio, Joseph FAA/AOV-330 202-493-5565 joe.florio@faa.gov


Ford, JoAnn FAA/ATO-W/AJW-41 202-493-4704 joann.y.ford@faa.gov
Formosa, Jeff MITRE 703-883-6937 Fax: 6608 jformosa@mitre.org


x Foster, Mike US Army IP Branch 703-806-4869 Fax:  4409 james.m.foster1@conus.army.mil
x Frank, Mike FAA/AFS-52 202-385-8447 mike.frank@faa.gov


Freed, Eric FAA/ATO-W AVN 301-713-2944 x106 eric.freed@faa.gov
Frenz, Bill MITRE 703-983-7607 wfrenz@mitre.org


Funk, Adrienne FAA/AJR -32 202-267-9282 adrienne.l.funk@faa.gov
Funkhouser, Rick FAA/AJT-321 202-267-9273 Fax:  7996 rick.funkhouser@faa.gov
Fuson, Kristin Alaska Airlines 206-392-6173 Fax: 6087 kristin.fuson@alaskaair.com


x Galbraith, Rob United Flight Operations 281-772-3255 rob.galbraith@united.com


Gale, John NBAA 201-323-3598 john.gale@honeywell.com


Gallant, Paul FAA/AJV-11 202-267-9361 Fax:  9328 paul.gallant@faa.gov
Girard, Daniel Canada DND 204-883-2700 x5012 girard.jmd@forces.gc.ca
Girbert, Mike Mitre/CAASD 703-983-5190 fgirbert@mitre.org


x Gittleman, Marc ALPA 571-723-7524 marc.gittleman@alpa.org


Goehler, Dave Jeppesen 703-519-5295 Fax:  5296 dave.goehler@jeppesen.com
Goldsmith, Andrew E FAA/AV-322 301-427-5735 andrew.e.goldsmith@faa.gov


Goodlin, Ted FAA/AJR15-D01 303-342-1563 ted.goodlin@faa.gov


Gorman, Jeffrey FAA/AFS-460 405-954-5774 jeffrey.c.gorman@faa.gov


Graham, Jim Flight Safety Intl 972-534-3200 jimmy.graham@flightsafety.com
Graham, Ron Transport Canada 613-993-5522 ron.graham@tc.gc.ca
Grant, Jim FAA/AJW-37 301-713-2631 jim.grant@faa.gov
Graybill, John FAA/ AJV-22 301-713-2928 john.graybill@faa.gov


x Grayham, Rebecca USDOT Volpe Center 617-494-2632 rebecca.grayhem@dot.gov


Greenway, Jonathan AOPA 301-695-2042 jonathan.greenway@aopa.org
Gunderson, Don RWSL PO 262-893-6535 donald.gunderson@saic.com


x Haag, Ron FAA / AJV-321 301-427-4901 ronald.s.haag@faa.gov
x Hambrick, Mike FAA (CTR)/AFS-410 202-385-4761 mike.ctr.hambrick@faa.gov


Hamilton, Danny FAA/AFS-460 405-954-9977 danny.e.hamilton@faa.gov
x Hammett, Bill FAA/AFS-420 (ISI) 603-521-7706 bill.ctr.hammett@faa.gov


Hannah, Paul MDA Systems 706-364-5492 phannah@mdacorporation.com


Hansen, Randy EAA 888-322-4636 x6522 govt@eaa.org


Hayes, Alan FAA/ASU 202-267-7357 alan.hayes@faa.gov
x Hendi, Jennifer FAA/AJV-3B 301-427-4816 jennifer.l.hendi@faa.gov
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Henegar, Marc Alaska Airlines 714-273-9673 Fax:  775-254-9950 marc.henegar@alaskaair.com
Henschel, Nicolas NGA Nicolas.W.Henschel@nga.mil


Herndon, Al Mitre/CAASD 703-983-6465 Fax:  6608 aherndon@mitre.org
Higgins, Doug Jeppesen 303-328-4446 Fax:  4123 doug.higgins@jeppesen.com
Hilbert, Michael FAA/AJR-37 202-385-4832 michael.hilbert@faa.gov


x Hill, Ron United Flight Operations 832-445-4868 ronthill2@mac.com


Hill, Terry AirTran Airways 407-318-5531 terry.hill@airtran.com


Hills, Larry FedEx 901-224-5352 larry.hills@fedex.com
Hinson, Chris MITRE 703-983-4578 chinson@MITRE.org
Hodges, Harry FAA/AFS-450 405-954-4164 harry.hodges@faa.gov
Hood, JD ATC Liason Pilot (Horizon) 503-970-6859 jd.hood@horizonair.com


x Hope, Chris FAA, AFS-410 202-385-4529 chris.hope@faa.gov


Hope, Francie FAA AJV-W2 425-203-4533 francie.hope@faa.gov
Hunnicutt, EC FAA/ 202-618-5625 ec.ctr.hunnicutt@faa.gov
Hwoschinsky, Peter FAA/AJP671 202-493-4696 202 267-5111 peter.hwoschinsky@faa.gov
Ingram, Mark ALPA-CHIPS 417-442-7231 markt@mv.com
Jackson, Harold FAA/AFS-470 202-385-3858 harold.ctr.jackson@faa.gov
Jackson, Jay FAA/ATO-W AVN 301-713-2948 Fax:  0446 joseph.a.jackson@faa.gov
Jamison, Lynette FAA/ lynette.m.jamison@faa.gov


Jerdan, Scott FAA/ATO-W AVN 301-713-2817 Fax:  4489 richard.s.jerdan@faa.gov
Jermyn, Kyle Jeppesen 303-328-6298 kyle.jermyn@jeppesen.com
Johnson, Coby FAA/AFS-410 202-385-4621 coby.johnson@faa.gov


Jones, Chris FAA/AFS-410 202-385-4507 christopher.p-ctr.jones@faa.gov


Jones, Kevin Southwest Airlines klj@mac.com
Jonker, Reuben NAVCANADA 905-612-5725 reuben.jonker@navcanada.ca
Kagehiro, Richard FAA/AJE-31 202-267-8364 richard.kagehiro@faa.gov


x Kelly, Dennis NATCA 484-767-2548 dennis.kelly@natca.net


Kenton, Jack SCAUWG 310-322-8098 jack.kenton@calpilots.org
Kernaghan, John NBAA 610-996-2977 jkernagh@its.jnj.com
Kimbrough, Ron FAA/AFS-470 ron.kimbrough@faa.gov


Kimsey, Steve Lockheed Martin/AVJ-E22 404-305-5614 steve.ctr.kimsey@faa.gov


King, Terry FAA/AFS-410 202-385-4588 terry.king@faa.gov


x Kinney, Justin USN 240-271-1753 justin.kinney@faa.gov


Knight, Jim FAA/ AVP-100 202-493-5630 james.knight@faa.gov


Knopp, Ken FAA/AJP-6430 609-485-5693 ken.knopp@faa.gov
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x Kramer, Tom AOPA 301-695-2064 tom.kramer@aopa.org
Krause, Alex AFFSA / A3OT 405-734-7073 alex.krause@us.af.mil


x Kuhnhenn, Juergen LSY (Lido) 41-44-828 6546 Fax: 6599 juergen.kuhnhenn@LHSystems.com
LaFreniere, Carol Transport Canada lafrenc@tc.gc.ca
Lamb, James FAASTEAM 316-941-1247 james.lamb@faa.gov


x Lamond, Robert NBAA 202-783-9255 rlamond@nbaa.org
Langert, Ken FAA/AAS-300 202-493-4529 kenneth.langert@faa.gov


x Laroche, Pierre Transport Canada 613-991-9927 Fax: 998-7416 pierre.laroche@tc.gc.ca 
Laschinger, Chris FAA/Denver Tower christopher.a.laschinger@faa.gov


Leary, William RWSL PO 202-486-6259 learyjw@saic.com
Lehman, Daniel USN 843-218-5282 dan.lehman@navy.mil


x Lentini, Brian FAA ATL TRACON 678-364-6150 brian.lentini@faa.gov


Lenz, Michael FAA, AFS-810 202-267-7949 michael.lenz@faa.gov
x Lepine, Paul FAA/AFS-260 202-267-3205 paul.lepine@faa.gov


Loeffel, Hanspeter Lufthansa Systems 19013886354 hanspeter.loeffel@lhsystems.com


Lombard, Kolie FAA/AFS-410/ISI 202-385-4592 kolie.ctr.lombard@faa.gov
x Loney, Tom Canadian Air Force 204-833-2500 x5512 tom.loney@forces.gc.ca


Lynch, Phil Avidyne Corporation 781-402-7413 plynch@avidyne.com 
McGrath, Maura FAA/AJW-163 202-267-7856 maura.mcgrath@faa.gov
Mackie, Thomas Woolpert Inc. 937-531-1877 thomas.mackie@woolpert.com


Majauskas, Catherine FAA/AFS-470 202-385-4725 catherine.majauskas@faa.gov
Marek, Doug FAA/AJT-24 202-385-8742 doug.marek@faa.gov


Martin, Deborah Transport Canada 613-990-3708 deborah.martin@tc.gc.ca
x Martin, Melissa AOPA 301-695-2228 melissa.martin@aopa.org


x Massimini, Vince MITRE 703-883-5893 Fax: 1364 svm@mitre.org
x Maxwell, Roy Delta Air Lines 404-715-7231 Fax: 7202 roy.maxwell@delta.com


Mayhew, Richard FAA/AJR-32 202-267-9329 richard.p.mayhew@faa.gov
Maynard, William FAA 301-344-6309 william.m.maynard@faa.gov
McCurdy, Eric NGA 314-676-0710 eric.d.mccurdy@nga.mil
McGinnis, Mike American A/L AP 214-727-9310 msm1976@gmail.com


x McGray, Bruce FAA/AFS-410 202-385-4725 bruce.mcgray@faa.gov
x McKee, Kyle FAA/AJV-14 202-385-4671 kyle.mckee@faa.gov


McMullin, Gary Southwest Airlines 214-695-1685 gary.mcmullin@wnco.com
McNerney, Mike FAA/AAS-100 202-267-8770 mike.mcnerney@faa.gov
Meek, Jordan Lido 41 44 828 6976 jordan.meek@lhsystems.com
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x Meng, Marvin Southwest Airlines 618-604-2362 marvin.meng@wnco.com


Milburn, Fred FAA/ATO-W AVN 301-713-2630 fred.milburn@faa.gov
Miller, Ronald FAA/ASO-220 404-305-6062 ronald.x.miller@faa.gov


Mills, Dennis FAA/AFS-220 202-493-4901 dennis.mills@faa.gov
x Moates, Steve FAA/AFS-220 202-267-4147 stephen.moates@faa.gov


x Mochty, Tom Woolpert Inc. 937-531-1492 tom.mochty@woolpert.com
x Moore, John FAA/AJV-22 202-267-7424 john.a.moore@faa.gov


Mulvihill, Kelly ISI NextGen Support 202-385-4846 kelly.ctr.mulvihill@faa.gov
Myers, Robert FAA/ AFS-420 405-954-5357 robert.p.myers@faa.gov
Neher, Richard FAA/ATO-W AVN 301-713-2631 x224 Fax:  1960 richard.neher@faa.gov
Newdeck, William FAA/AWA 301-427-4808 william.newdeck@faa.gov


Newton, David C.David.Newton@wnco.com
Nichols, Janet FAA, AFS-410 202-385-4530 janet.e.nichols@faa.gov


Nichols, Thomas FAA/ AFS-420 405-954-1171 thomas.j.nichols@faa.gov
Niles, Rick MITRE 703-983-7348 fniles@mitre.org
Norek, Gary FAA/ATO-T gary.a.norek@faa.gov


x Nussear, Raymond FAA/AJV-311 301-427-4826 raymond.k.nussear@faa.gov
x Ofstun, Bruce Horizon Airlines 503-384-4503 bruce.ofstun@horizonair.com


Oliver, Larry FAA/AFS-400 202-267-8616 larry.ctr.oliver@faa.gov
Ostronic, Jerry FAA/AFS-220 202-493-4602 jerry.c.ostronic@faa.gov
Ottinger, Randy US Parachute Assoc. 540-604-9740 randyo@uspa.org
Oudemans, Michael FAA/AJR-21 202-267-9296 michael.g.oudemans@faa.gov


Parish, Edie Airspace & Rules 202-267-8783 edie.parish@faa.gov
Parson, Susan FAA/AFS-1 202-267-9064 susan.parson@faa.gov
Pavulaan, Harry FAA/ATO/AIM 301-427-5118 harry.pavulaan@faa.gov
Pearsall, Terry FAA/AJT-28 202-385-8730 terry.pearsall@faa.gov


Piche, Rick AIS NavCanada 613-563-5710 picher@navcanada.ca
Pittman, Justin Federal Airways & Airspace 321-777-1266 jj.pittman@gmail.com
Pittman, Clyde Federal Airways & Airspace 301-777-1266 airspace@airspaceusa.com
Ponchetti, Emmy Jeppesen 303-328-4880 emmy.ponchetti@jeppesen.com
Poplaski, Dan Jeppesen 303-328-4633 dan.poplaski@jeppesen.com
Powell, Dick FAA/ATO-R 202-267-9308 Fax:  202-493-4266 dick.powell@faa.gov
Powell, Gary FAA/AFS-402 202-385-4589 gary.l.powell@faa.gov
Pray, Gregory AMTI/ATA-100 202-267-9292 Fax:  5322 gregory.ctr.pray@faa.gov
Prichard, Lev APA (American AL) 214-739-2912 LHP4@swbell.net
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x Quezada, Rafael FAA/AOV-330 202-267-5190 rafael.d.quezada@faa.gov


Railsback, Paul Air Transport Assoc 202-626-4012 prailsback@airlines.org
Reed, Mark ALPA 703-689-4231 mark.reed@alpa.org


x Rich, Ben Metron Aviation 703-234-0792 ben.rich@metronaviation.com


Rieketson, Mark Woolpert Inc. 904-315-5919 mark.ricketson@woolpert.com


Riley, Michael NGA MRNF 703-735-2867
Rivas, Pedro ALPA 770-461-0961 rivas1410@bellsouth.net
Roberts, Wally Aviation Consultant 949-498-3456 wally@wallyroberts.com
Robertson, Glen Air Canada 514-422-6917 glen.robertson@aircanada.ca
Roe, Tim FAA/AAS-100 703-564-8204 tim.ctr.roe@faa.gov


Roiss, Daniel Lufthansa (LIDO) 41 44 828-6526 daniel.roiss@lhsystems.com


Root, Rob Boeing Flt Ops Engineering 206-662-4405 robert.e.root@boeing.com


Rose, Kerry FAA/AJV-11 202-267-3191 kerry.rose@faa.gov
x Ruple, Michael J. FAA-ZOB ARTCC 440-774-0539 michael.j.ruple@faa.gov
x Rush, Brad FAA/AJV-3B 405-954-0188 brad.w.rush@faa.gov
x Rushton, Alex Lockheed Martin/AVJ-3B 301-427-5186 alex.ctr.rushton@faa.gov


Ryan, James FAA/AFS-200 202-267-7493 jim.ryan@faa.gov
Saenger, Philip SAIC 202-385-4331 philip.ctr.saenger@faa.gov


Sabatini, Regina FAA/AIM 847-294-7792 regina.h.sabatini@faa.gov
Sanderson, Bill HAI 703-683-4646 Fax:  4745
Sawyer, Benjamin FAA/AJT-2B1 202-385-8607 benjamin.sawyer@faa.gov


x Schneider, Thomas FAA/AFS-420 405-954-5852 Fax:  5270 thomas.e.schneider@faa.gov
x Schroeppel, Les SAIC 202-385-4301 Leslie.ctr.schroeppel@faa.gov


Scott, Ed US Parachute Assn 540-604-9740 x325 escott@uspa.org
Scott, Mitch ATA/Continental 713-324-1786 mitch.scott@coair.com
Secretan, Eric FAA/ATO-W AVN 301-713-2631 Fax:  1960 eric.secretan@faa.gov


x Sempeles, George FAA/AJR-22 202-267-9290 george.p.sempeles@faa.gov
x Serur, Steve ALPA 703-689-4333 steve.serur@alpa.org


Shearon, Sherri FAA/AFS-450 405-954-8364 Sherri.Shearon@faa.gov
Shirer, Kevin Woolpert Inc. 480-707-3501 kevin.shirer@woolpert.com
Shorter, John NGA/PVA 314-263-4806 john.e.shorter@nga.mil


x Shuford, Gene USN 703-608-0199 gene.shuford@navy.mil


Singletary, Ron FAA/AJT-28 202-385-8558 ron.singletary@faa.gov
Sims, Mark United AL Flt Stndrds 303-780-3657 william.sims@united.com
Slimko,Mark Zodiac Aerospace 856-241-8620 Fax: 8621 mark.slimko@zodiacaerospace.com 
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Smith, Les FAA/AFS-401 202-385-4625 leslie.smith@faa.gov
Smith, Tim FAA-ATO-ESC Ops Supp 404-305-5579 timothy.d.smith@faa.gov


x Sokolowski, John FAA-AJT-2B1 202-385-6194 john.sokolowski@faa.gov


Speir, Ken Delta Airlines ken.speir@delta.com
Spencer, James NAVFIG 202-433-0974 Fax:  3458 james.e.spencer.ctr@navy.mil


x Steinbicker, Mark FAA/AFS-470 202-385-4613 mark.steinbicker@faa.gov
Steinmetz, George FAA, AOV-120 202-267-7706 george.f.steinmetz@faa.gov


Swanick, Kurt A FAA, AFS-240 202-857-5754 kurt.swanick@faa.gov


Swigart, John AFS-470 202-385-4601 john.swigart@faa.gov
Tallman, Nick FAA/AJR-37 202-385-4679 Nicholas.j.tallman@faa.gov
Taylor, Lou Honeywell 763-957-4279 lou.taylor@honeywell.com


x Teets, Cecil ASAP Inc 724-742-4777 cwteets@asapinc.net


x Thompson, Ted Jeppesen 303-328-4456 Fax:  4111 ted.thompson@jeppesen.com
Torgerson, Anne AOPA 301-695-2203 anne.torgerson@aopa.org
Turke, Tony FAA/AOV-220 817-684-6820 anthony.j.turke@faa.gov
Vechik, David FAA/AJS-22 david.vechik@faa.gov
Walter, Andrew Jeppesen 303-328-6186 andrew.walter@jeppesen.com


x Ward, Edward T. Southwest Airlines 214-792-1023 Fax:  4102 edward.ward@wnco.com
x Ward, Ken FAA/AJW-911 202-267-9080 ken.ward@faa.gov


Wartofsky, David Potomac Airfield bigcheese@potomac-airfield.com


Waterman, Geoff NGA/PV 314-676-0588 geoffrey.d.waterman@nga.mil
x Watson, Valerie FAA/AJV-3B 301-427-5155 valerie.s.watson@faa.gov
x Webb, Mike FAA/AFS-420 202-385-4603 mike.webb@faa.gov


Welch, Bryant FAA/AFS-410 202-385-4539 bryant.welch@faa.gov
Weller, Jeff FAA Parachuting 202-267-5073 Jeffrey.t.weller@faa.gov
Wiegand, Skip FAA/AFS-820 202-267-7065 skip.wiegand@faa.gov


x Wilkes, Ken FAA/ATJV-352 301-427-4760 ken.wilkes@faa.gov
Williams, Shun FAA/AOV-330 202-267-9725 shun.williams@faa.gov


Wisnieski, Mark FAA/AFS-410 202-385-4877 mark.ctr.wisniewski@faa.gov
Wright, Richard HAI 703-683-4646 Fax: 4745 dick.wright@rotor.com
Yamamoto, Greg FAA/ATO-W AVN 301-713-2925 gregory.yamamoto@faa.gov
Yates, Monique NGA/PV 301-243-1436 monique.m.yates@nga.mil
Zillig, Martin Lufthansa (LIDO)+D145 41-44-828-6561  martin.zillig@lhsystems.com


Total # of Attendees 74
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ACF CG 12-01 Open Issues and OPR 
 


OPR  Issue Number (Name) Title. Required Action 
 
AAS-100 


Airport Surveying – GIS Program (McNerney).  
Dr. McNerney will continue to brief the status of AGIS. 


 
 
AFS- 410   


09-01-213 (McGray) TERPs Change 21 Circling Approaches.   
Mr. McGray to follow up on AIM guidance and will provide an update at next ACF. 


 
09-01-214 (McGray) SMGCS Taxi Charts.   
Mr. McGray will provide an update at next ACF. 
  
11-02-246 (McKee) Publication of Special Notices in the A/FD.  
Mr. McKee, to coordinate with AJV-14 on exploring and expanding the scope of FAA 
Order 7100.79 to include VFR Departures and Arrivals. 
 


 
 
AFS-420  
 05-02-179 (Schneider) Attention All-Users Page for Simultaneous Parallel RNAV 


Departures & PRM Approaches 
 Coordination with Mr. Rush, AJV-3B, on the AAUP data/document flow for establishing 


a new AAUP to be entered into the FAA Form 8260.46D and will provide an update on 
the progress of the revisions and comment process for FAA Order 8260.46D and report 
back at next ACF. 


 
12-01-252 (Schneider) Warning Note on Vertical Descent Angle (VDA).  
Mr. Schneider to staff the issue through AFS-400 and report at the next Meeting.  
 
12-01-253 (Schneider) ILS Category III a/b/c Minima.  
Mr. Schneider to work on the 8260.19 Change 3 revision.  
 


 ICAO/IFPP Committee Report (Webb).  
Mr. Webb will provide an update at the next forum.  


 
 
AFS-470  
 05-02-179 (Christianson) Attention All Users Page for Simultaneous Parallel RNAV 


Departures & PRM Approaches.  
Mr. Christianson to formalize the process within AFS-470 as to who will be responsible 
for creation and maintenance of AAUP and their submission to NFDC. 


 
 
 
 







AJE-31 
Proposed Charting of National Marine Sanctuaries on VFR Products (Eure).  
Mr. Eure to take the matter to the Western Service Area and have them conduct the 
necessary analysis. Mr. Eure will report back on his findings at the next ACF. 


 
 
AJV-3B 


05-02-179 (Rush) Attention All-Users Page for Simultaneous Parallel RNAV 
Departures & PRM Approaches 


 Coordination with Mr. Schneider, AFS-420, on the AAUP data/document flow for 
establishing a new AAUP to be entered into the FAA Form 8260.46D. 


 
 09-01-213 (Watson) TERPs Change 21 Circling Approaches. 


Ms. Watson to provide an update on IACC approval of charting proposal at next ACF. 
(She will also provide a final copy of the approved RD to Jeppesen and Lido). 


 
 09-01-213 (Rush) TERPs Change 21 Circling Approaches. 


Mr. Rush to provide an update on implementation progress at next ACF.  
 
11-02-233 (Watson) Removal of (ATC) Cross Restrictions from STARS.  
Ms. Watson, to coordinate with Mr. Brad Rush, AJV-3B, concerning changes to 
AeroNav’s affected charting specification(s) after all of the affected procedures have 
been revised. 
 
11-02-233 (Rush) Removal of (ATC) Cross Restrictions from STARS.  
Mr. Rush to report on status of 33 remaining Departures with ATC crossing altitudes. 


 
11-01-236 (Watson) Depiction of Wind Turbines on VFR Charts.  
Ms. Watson to provide update on status and implementation at next ACF. 
 
11-01-242 (Rush) Lead Bearing Lead DME.  
Mr. Rush, FAA/AJV-3B, to report back at next ACF. 
 
11-02-245 (Watson) Automated UNICOM on IAPs and Sectionals.  
Ms. Watson to follow up with Ms. Maura McGrath, FAA/AJW-163, on the Automated 
UNICOM system issue and brief at the next ACF. 
 
12-01-248 (Rush) NEXTGEN Procedure for the Naming of Aeronautical Navigation 
Aids.  
Mr. Rush will forward the recommendation to System Operations and will request that a 
representative provide a response by the next ACF. 
 
12-01-249 (Watson) NEXTGEN Procedure for the Naming of Aeronautical 
Navigation Aids.  
Ms. Watson to submit RD for CAT II and CAT III consolidation to MPOC/IACC. 
 
 
 







12-01-249 (Rush) NEXTGEN Procedure for the Naming of Aeronautical Navigation 
Aids.  
Mr. Rush will forward SA CAT I and CAT II consolidation proposal to Mr. McGray, 
FAA/AFS-410, Mr Hope, FAA/AFS-410, Mr. Welch, FAA/AFS-410 and Mr. Webb, 
FAA/AFS-420 for review. 
 
12-01-253 (Rush) ILS Category III a/b/c Minima.  
Mr. Rush, following 8260.19 revision, will work to implement changes to ILS CAT III 
procedures. He will initiate a Safety Alert by Terminal to inform and educate pilots when 
the first revised procedures appear.  
 
12-01-253 (Watson) ILS Category III a/b/c Minima.  
Ms. Watson to process an EC to revise IACC Specifications.  


 
RNAV (RNP) SAAAR to AR (Authorization Required) (Rush).  
Mr. Rush will provide an update at the next ACF. 
 
Proposed Charting of National Marine Sanctuaries on VFR Products (Watson).  
Ms. Watson and Mr. Fecht, FAA/AJV-321 will finalize the specification revision RD for 
submission to the MPOC/ICAA for approval. Mr. Fecht will report back on the 
implementation at the next ACF. 
 
Proposed Charting of National Marine Sanctuaries on VFR Products (Rush).  
Mr. Rush will coordinate with the AeroNav Products charting management on evaluating 
the impact of the NOAA regulated airspace on IFR Products. 


 
 
AJV-11  
 07-01-195 (Gallant) Charting and AFD Information Re: Class E Surface Areas.  


Mr. Gallant will report back at the next ACF. 
 
 
AJV-14  


11-02-233 (Arrighi) Remove (ATC) From STARs.  
Mr. Arrighi to coordinate with NBAA to address their concerns over lost 
communications and climb gradients. 
 


 
AJV-321  


11-01-238 (Fecht) Aerobatic Area Symbols on VFR Sectional Chart.  
Mr. Fecht to follow up on both training and aerobatic areas to see if the special notices 
are still pertinent and if these areas are still active. 


 
Proposed Charting of National Marine Sanctuaries on VFR Products (Fecht).  
Mr. Fecht and Ms. Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, will finalize the specification revision RD for 
submission to the MPOC/ICAA for approval. Mr. Fecht will report back on the 
implementation at the next ACF. 
 
 







 
 


AJV-322 
11-02-246 (Carlson) Publication of Special Notices in the A/FD.  
Mr. Carlson to discuss with A/FD Team a reassessment of the contents and criteria by 
which items are added to the Notices section. 
 
 


AJW-911 
Discontinuation of VOR Service (Ward).  
Mr. Ward, will notify the Chair of ACF-Charting Group should a briefing be warranted at 
the next ACF. 


 
 
FAA CLE ARTCC  


12-01-248 (CLE ARTCC) NEXTGEN Procedure for the Naming of Aeronautical 
Navigation Aids.  
CLE ARTCC will contact Offices of Responsibility for FAA Orders which document 
current waypoint naming conventions to recommend their proposal. 


 
 
Jeppesen  


11-02-246 (Thompson) Publication of Special Notices in the A/FD.  
Mr. Thompson to work with NFDC through Ms. Watson, FAA/AJV-3B, on refining the 
NFDD sourcing process. 


  
 
NBAA  
 07-01-192 (Boll) Recording, Reporting and Dissemination of Usable Lengths for 


Takeoff and Landing.  
Mr. Boll will report back at the next ACF.  


   
 09-01-215 (Boll) Reporting and Depiction of Stopways.  


Mr. Boll will report back at the next ACF. 
 
 10-02-233 (Boll) Removal of (ATC) Crossing Restrictions from STARs.  


Mr. Boll to coordinate with Mr. Arrighi, FAA/AJV-14, on addressing NBAA’s concerns. 
 
 Declared Distance (Boll).  


Mr. Boll will report on Declared Distance Working Group (DDWG) committee 
assessment of AC 150/5300-13A and will address any changes to the negative D icon 
use/meaning at the next ACF.  


 
 





